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AGREEMENT entered into this day of January, 2003, by and between the
WANTAGH UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT, (hereinafter called the "District"),
and the WANTAGH UNITED TEACHERS, (hereinafter called the "Organization").
WITNESETH
WHEREAS, the District and the Organization recognize and declare that providing a
quality education for the children of Wantagh is their mutual aim and that the
character of such education depends predominantly upon the quality and 1110raleof
the teaching service; and
WHEREAS, the Inembers of the teaching profession are particularly qualified to
assist in formulating policies and programs designed to iInprove educational
standards; and
WHEREAS, the parties have reached certain understandings which they desire to
confirm in this Agreement,
NOW, THEREFORE, it is mutually agreed that:
ARTICLE I. DECLARATION OF PRINCIPLES
Section 1. The District recognizes that the quality of the education
program of the Wantagh Public Schools depends primarily on the quality of the
teaching services and therefore it will seek to foster those policies which will provide a
professional staff of high quality. Further, the District also recognizes that the
specialized education qualifications and the professional preparation of teachers equip
them to make significant contributions to the development of the educational
program. The Organization recognizes that the position of the teacher entails
responsibility for high professional standards and educational competence, and
accepts its shared responsibility for encouraging and maintaining such standards.
Section 2. The laws of the State of New York and the voters of the District
have specifically granted to the Board legal authority over the schools in the District.
The decision-making responsibility must rest with the Board which assumes legal
.
.responsibility for the District consistent with the laws of the State and the rules and
regulations of the State Department of Education.
Section 3. Both the District and the Organization recognize that the
education ()f the children is their n1utual paran10unt consideration and that the
1
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education of children should be a continual process without interruption. The
Organization affirms it will abide by Section 210 of the- Public Employee's Fair
Employment Act and the laws of the State of New York in general.
ARTICLE II. RECOGNITION AND DUES DEDUCTION
Section 1. The Organization shall be the exclusive representative of all
teachers who have been or will be certified by the New York State Department of
Education regularly employed by the Board and of teachers regularly employed in the
sumlner school and sun1mer recreation programs, excluding per dien1 personnel,
departn1ent heads or directors, supervisory and administrative personnel.
Section 2. The Organization shall have the right to unchallenged
representation status during the term of this contract.
Section 3. Copies of this Agreelnent will be duplicated at Board expense and
a copy given to each teacher no\v employed or hereafter eh1ployed by the Board.
Section 4. The Organization will receive a copy of the Agenda of public
meetings of the Board, and copies of the minutes of public board meetings shall be
made available.
Section 5. The District agrees to deduct dues for the Organization from the
salaries of teachers authorizing same and to transmit the monies promptly to the
Organization as per current practice. Teacher authorizations shall be in writing in the
form agreed upon.
Section 6. The District will deduct an agency fee for the Organization fron1
the salaries of nonmember teachers provided that such agency fee provision is deemed
a legally authorized provision at said time and the Organization affirms that .it is in
compliance with the statute. .
Section 7. a) Teachers may once annually request that the Board deduct
for the purchase of United States Savings Bonds a sum of money from the second
monthly check throughout the school year except July and August. This sum must be
in the exact amount of the purchase price of a bond (e.g. $18.75, $37.50, $56.25,
etc.). .
b) Teachers may once annually request that the Board deduct for
deposit in the Nassau Educators Federal Credit Union a set sum fron1 each of the first
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two (2) paychecks in each n10nth throughout the school year except July and August.
c) A teacher may request that the Board deduct sums of n10ney as
certified by the Ne\v York State Teachers Retirement Systen1 for repayment of a loan.
Repayment shall be according to the procedure of the Retirement System.
Section 8. The District agrees to deduct for the NYSUT Benefit Trust fron1
the salaries of teachers authorizing same in writing provided there is a computer line
available for such payroll deduction.
Section 9. The District shall establish an IRC §125 Plan.
Section 10. The Organization shall indemnify and save the District ha,rmless
against any and all claims, demands, suits or other forn1s of liability that shall arise
out of or by reason of action taken or not taken by the District for the purpose of
complying with any of the provisions of this Article.
ARTICLE III. NEGOTIATION PROCEDURE
Section 1. Availability of Budgetary and Statistical Information
a) Statistical information relating to the distribution of the teachers
represented by the Organization on the salary schedule (Uscattergram") will be given
to the Organization upon request.
b) Upon request of the Organization the District will make available
to the Organization all public information relevant and necessary for the
Organization to conduct negotiations.
Section 2. Maintenance of Standards
Rates of pay, hours of work and conditions of employment not covered by this
Agreement shall not be changed without prior advice to and consultations with the
Organization during the term of this Agreement.
ARTICLE IV. BOARD AND ADMINISTRATION RESPONSIBILITY
The Organization recognizes that the Board, as the elected representative of
the people of Wantagh, retains the right to establ~sh and enforce in a~cordance with
this Agreernent anq its authority under law, reasonable rules and personnel policies
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relating to the duties and responsibilities of teachers and their working conditions.
ARTICLE V. TEACHERS ROLE AND PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITY
The District and the Organization agree that among the basic responsibilities
of the professional staff, in addition to class room instruction, are assisting in the
developn1ent of curriculun1, planning and implementation of new methods and
techniques, in-service education and development of professional skills, responsibility'
for student extra- curricular activities, and participation in supervisory duties in the'
operation of the school.
ARTICLE VI. ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBILITY FOR PROFESSIONAL
ETHICS
Section 1. The Organization accepts the responsibility for encouraging and
promoting ethical practices on the part of the professional staff. This would include
interprofessional relationships, relationships of the professional staff to the
community; attitudes of staff n1embers towards leave policies, attitudes towards
leaving positions during the school year, treatment of confidential information
concerning pupils or families and other appropriate matters.
Section 2. The Organization accepts the responsibility for representing all
employees in the unit as defined in Article II, Section 1, and it will not .support or
encourage any attempt by individuals or groups within the unit to renegotiate terms
and conditions of elnployn1ent already agreed to by both the District and the
Organization except to the extent permitted by law or policies of the District.
ARTICLE VII. NONINSTRUCTIONAL DUTIES
Section 1. School Monitors' function should be to complement the role of
the certified teachers in noninstructional duties, such as the ,noon-hour playground,
lunchroom, hallways, lavatories, parking lots and bus ramps. They may also assist in
study halls. .In complementing the certified teachers, school monitors will be used
when possible in the best interests of the children to reduce the number of certified
teachers assigned to a particular function.
Section 2. Teachers shall be consulted on the assignment of school monitors.
Section 3. The nun1ber of aides available shall be within the budgetary
allowance.
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ARTICLE VIII TEACHER OBSERVATION AND EVALUATION
Section 1. Formal observations o( the work performance of a teacher will be
conducted with full knowledge of the teacher. Observations are to be written within
eight (8) days of the classroom observation. A conference with the teacher is to be
held five (5) days thereafter and the teacher is to submit a response within five (5)
days after the conference or be deemed to have waived the right to do so. "Days" are
workdays.
Section 2. Evaluation of teachers will be done by the Superintendent of
Schools and/or his/her designated representatives. All teachers are to be evaluated by
June 15th.
Section 3. Teachers will be given a copy of any formal evaluation report
prepared by their evaluators at least one (1) day before the conference to discuss the
report.
Section 4. No such report shall be placed in the teacher's file without offering
the concerned teacher the opportunity of a prior conference.
Section 5. The teacher shall sign the evaluation report to indicate that same
has been shown to him/her. Such signature shall not be deemed an automatic
concurrence with the opinion of the evaluator.
Section 6. Six (6) observations for probationary teachers shall be completed by
May 15th. Two (2) observations for tenure teachers shall be completed by June 1st.
The administration shall have the right to waive one of these observations from either
of the above sets of observations.
ARTICLE IX PERSONNEL FILES
Section 1.
a) No material derogatory to a teacher's conduct, service, character, or
personality will be placed in his/her personnel file unless the teacher has had an
opportunity to review the material. The teacher will acknowledge that he/she has had
the opportunity to review such material by affixing his/her signature to the copy to be
filed with the express understanding that such signature in no way indicates
agreement with the contents thereof.
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b) The teacher will also have the right to submit a written answer to
such material, and his/her answer shall be reviewed by the Superintendent and
attached to the file copy.
c) Confidential material such as external reference shall be excluded
from the above.
Section 2.
a) Teachers will have the right, upon request, to review the contents of
their personnel files, and to make copies of any documents in it.
b) A teacher will be entitled to have a representative of the
Organization accompany him/her during such review if he/she so desires.
c) Confidential material such as external references shall be excluded
from the above.
ARTICLE X. UALIFICA TIONS
Wherever possible only certified teachers shall be assigned to serve as coaches
and co-curricular teachers in the District. If a Wantagh teacher has equivalent or
superior qualifications to other applicants, the Wantagh teacher shall be hired.
ARTICLE XI. STUDY HALLS
The administration will try to establish parity among the members of the
faculty with study hall and other assignments.
ARTICLE XII. TEACHER ADMINISTRATION LWSON
Section 1. Educational Liaison Committee
a) The District and the organization shall continue their participation in the
Educational Liaison Committee. The Educational Liaison Committee may discuss
matters of District-wide educational concern, including proposed curtailment,
abolition or proposed changes in the educational program. Such discussion shall take
place at the meeting immediately following approval of each change by the Board of
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Education. The EducatioI)al Liaison Comn1ittee shall not discuss negotiable iten1s.
b) The central administration will discuss with the Educational Liaison
Con1mittee any proposed curtailn1ent or abolition of an educational program
currently in effect.
Section 2. Curriculum and Related Education Programs
Teachers will serve as members of curriculun1 evaluation and revision
comn1ittees in an advisory capacity.
Section 3. The WUT is to subn1it a list of its concerns to the Health and
Safety Committee four (4) times a year. The Committee is to respond within thirty
(30) days stating the action taken.
ARTICLE XIII. CALENDAR
Section 1.
a) The subject of school calendar may be discussed in the Educational
Liaison Committee.
b) The District may eliminate half days from the calendar.
Section 2. The calendar for each year of the contract shall not require that
there be more than one hundred eighty-three (183) teacher work days and one (1)
evening conference in addition to "Back to School Night", plus graduation days for
those involved as per past practice. One of the aforementioned days shall be used for
staff development. Such .day shall be scheduled for after labor day and before June
1st, unless mutually agreed to by the Organization and the District. The
administration may at its option change the evening co.nference to one additional
school day. In addition to the two (2) aforementioned evening conferences the
District can assign any member of the unit to a third evening meeting per year.
Section 3. Four (4) orientation days for new teachers shall be in addition to
the teacher workdays as specified in Section 2. Two of these days may be selected by
the employee out. of the offered orientation days.
Section 4. Subject to cOlnpliance with Commissioner of Education Regulations,
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the 199.8-99 school calendar, and thereafter, shall reflect that the next to the last day
of the school year shall be a one-half (1/2)elementary student day.
ARTICLE XIV. BY-LAWS
The Board agrees to keep the By-Laws up to date within a reasonable period of
time. The Organization will be provided with one (1) copy of the Board's personnel.
policies, By-Laws, Rules and Regulations. Changes of amendments will be provided to
the Organization.
ARTICLE XV. TEACHER ASSIGNMENT. TRANSFER AND PROMOTION
Section 1. Salary and Assignment Notices
a) By May 1st teachers shall be given the opportunity to fill out
preference sheets for class assignn1ents.
b) Teachers will be notified in writing of their teaching assignments for
the coming year including the school to which they will be assigned, the grade, and/or
subjects they will teach and any special or unusual classes they will have no later than
May 30th. This notice may be delayed by circumstances beyond the control of the
District. This date shall not apply to excessed teachers.
c) Teacher assignments shall remain as originally stipulated unless
conditions necessitate changes. Teachers thus affected shall be notified of the change
no later than twenty (20) days after the change.
d) Teachers are hired on a District-wide basis and are to be assigned to
various locations in such manner as to give the most benefit to the children and for
the best utilization of the staff. Due consideration shall be given to the particular
desires and professional qualifications of the individual teacher in making
assignments and transfers. Teacher a~signments will be made with the consent and
cooperation of the teacher assigned whenever possible, however, the Board reserves
the right to assign teachers to such locations and positions as are warranted by the
needs of the educational process at the time the assignment is made. If a grade level
changes building assignment, it shall not be deemed a change of assignments under
this Article. All grade level teachers assigned to a building have the workday of that
building.
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Section 2. Area of Assignment
a) Due consideration shall be given to the preference of teachers
cenified in more than one area.
b) .A Inaster schedule of all teaching assignlnents within each building
shall be posted in a convenient place. A copy of the master schedule for each
building will be made available to the President of the Organization.
Section 3. Notice of Vacancies
A list of officially known teaching vacancies for the following year shall
be posted in each building by February 1. Subsequently, periodic supplementary lists
shall be posted.
Section 4. Transfers
a) In reassigning or transferring a teacher the following shall be
considered: the best interests of students, the desires of the teachers involved,
teaching competency and cenifi~ation, seniority, staff availability and written
recommendations of principals and supervisors.
b) A teacher requesting a transfer from one building to another shall
submit a request in writing to the Superintendent or Assistant Superintendent for
Instruction, with a copy to the principal, stating the reason for the request. The
teacher shall be notified in writing of the disposition on his/her request by April 1 or
within twenty (20) days of his/her request, whichever is later.
c) An involuntary assignment or transfer shall be made only after
affording the teacher involved the opportunity of meeting with the Superintendent
and/or his/her designated representative. The teacher shall be notified in writing
within ten (10) days of the final decision and the reasons if transfer is still indicated.
Section 5. New Positions
New positions created by the District within the District shall be listed, the
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qualifications for such positions shall be made known and the application procedures
shall be clearly stated.
.
Section 6. Probation Period of Transferred Teachers
The probationary period of teachers who are transferred within their tenure
area shall not be interrupted.
ARTICLE XVI IN-SERVICE TRAINING AND TEACHER CONFERENCES'
Section 1. The Board will make an effort, within the limitations of the budget,
to provide more opportunity for teachers to attend conferences within their area of
specialization.
.
Section 2. The Board will appropriate Thirteen Thousand ($13,000.00)
Dollars in the budget for each year of the contract for in-service training programs
and teacher conferences for the faculty. No more than one hundred (l00) substitute
days may be utilized for this purpose. Teachers who attend national conferences
approved by the Superintendent may receive full reimbursement.
Section 3. The District may give in-service courses on Monday afternoons.
Teachers who are required to attend will not get in-service credit for attending such a
course unless work outside the Monday meeting time is required. A teacher who is
required to attend such an in-service course on Monday will not be required to attend
a faculty meeting on that Monday. .
ARTICLE XVII TEACHER-PUPIL RATIO
The District and the Organization endorse the principle that teacher-pupil
ratio is a factor in good classroom practices. The Organization may discuss any
problems that may arise in implementing this principle with the Superintendent of
Schools and/or the appropriate building administrator.
ARTICLE XVIII PAYMENT FOR CLASS COVERAGE
The District may assign anyone teacher for a maximum of six (6) periods to
cover the assignment of an absent teacher in lieu of a preparation period. After
completing such maximum number of assignments such teacher shall receive
.
additional compensation at the rate of Thirty Five ($35.00) Dollars per period. If a
teacher covers the same class for twenty-two (22) consecutive days for the same
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absent teacher, or if the District knows a teacher will be absent for at least
twenty-two (22) consecutive days, the teacher \-vhocovers for that time shall be paid
.
one sixty (V6) of regular salary from the first day of coverage. Consideration will be
given to the daily work schedule of a teacher before assigning him/her to cover for an
absent teacher.
ARTICLE XIX DRIVER EDUCA1'ION
The District shall have the right to subcontract the drivers' education progran1
but will encourage the subcontractor to hire Wantagh teachers.
ARTICLE XX ACADEMIC FREEDOM
Section 1. Academic Freedom
Teachers shall have the right to introduce and explore any material provided
that the material and its presentation are in good taste, appropriate to the grade level
and relevant to the course content. It is understood and agreed that the Board does
not hereby release its authority to determine and be the final arbiter on matters
relating to good taste, appropriateness to grade level and/or relevancy to course
content.
Section 2. Individual Freedom
Because teachers are entitled to full rights of citizenship, no religious or
political activities conducted outside of school by any teacher or a lack thereof will be
grounds for any discipline or discrimination with respect to the professional'
employment of such teacher.
In accordance with the United States and New York State Constitutions and
statutes a teacher will not be subject to any discipline or be discriminated against
because of race, sex, religion, national origin or any political beliefs or activities
conducted outside of professional time involving children.
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ARTICLE XXI SCHOOL DAY
Section 1.
It is understood that teachers generally devote more time to professional
duties than al1Yprinted schedule would indicate. For the sake of establishing a
n1inimum school day, however, the following time schedule shall apply in the
Wantagh Schools.
Section 2. Elen1entary
school day.
a) Teachers report fifteen (15) n1inutes preceding the opening of the
b) The instructional day, including lunch, is six (6) hours and fifteen
(15) n1inutes in duration. The Junch period shall be at least three hundred 300
minutes per cycle (six (6) days) bfwhich no more than thiny (30) minutes per cycle
(six (6) days) shall be used for lunchroom/playground supervision.
c) Following the close of the instructional days for students,
(1)
(2)
Mondays are reserved for faculty meetings, meetings of
committees or depanments, the W.U.T. or other
professional duties which may last until the professional
responsibility involved "iscompleted. W.U.T. meetings are
to be held after the teacher's school day.
Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Thursdays: Teachers are
available for a thiny (30) -minute period for professional
duties, such as extra help for pupils, conferences with
parents, staff conferences, clubs, etc. This thirty (30)
-minute period, which is in addition to the six (6) hour and
fifteen (15) minute regular school day and the fifteen (15)
minute pre-school period, may be set up before school in
the morning or after school in the afternoon. An ~ffon will
be made to establish uniformity within each school in
order to facilitate group meetings. At any rate, teachers are
expected to attend any scheduled conferences or meetings.
No teacher shall be required to attend more than one
teachers' n1eeting per day.
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(3) Fridays: No ,teacher shall be required to attend a
teachers' meeting on Friday. Teachers may leave after the
close of the last period of the day, as soon as student needs
or other professional obligations are fulfilled.
d.) Each teacher shall be provided an average of two hundred ten
(210) minutes per cycle of preparation time. No time which is less than twenty (20)
minutes in length may be counted toward preparation time. The administration can
rotate teachers during the time a special area teacher is assigned to cover the classes
in order to achieve the aforementioned average number of minutes. The
administration will attempt to hire qualified substitutes if needed to provide the
necessary preparation time, but it is understood that in the event this cannot be
achieved the teachers will cooperate in providing adequate class coverage.
e) Cafeteria duty shall be rotated within each building.
f) Teachers in grades 3 to 5 will be afforded one (1) professional
r
period per cycle. The permitted activities of this professional period are set forth in
Section 3(c) of this Article.
g) A joint District/Organization Committee shall be established to
study and make recommendations to the Board of Education concerning the creation
of a professional period for teachers on the 1(-2 grade levels. The membership of the
committee shall consist of two representatives designated by the Superintendent of
Schools and two representatives designated by the president of the Organization.
The Committee shall make its recommendation on or before January 1,2005. In the
event that the COInmittee is unable to agree upon the recommendation(s) to make to
the Board of Education, the parties shall mutually select a mediator to assist in
developing a mutually agreeable recommendation. The recommendation shall be
made to the Board of Education, with this understanding that the Board has the
ultimate discretion with respect to this issue.
.
Section 3. Middle School
a) Teachers shall report ten (10) minutes before the opening of the
school day.
b) The teacher's day shall be seven (7) hours and fifteen (15)
minutes.
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c) The instructional day includes an average of two hundred (200)
n1inutes per day teaching tiIne plus one (1) preparation period, a lunch period, and a
professional period.
The professional period in the secondary schools shall be used for the
following purposes:
Meet with students and extra help for students
Develop tests
Consult with:
Special education teachers of the teacher's students
Guidance
Psychologists
Social workers
Psychological service teachers
Review books and materials
Committees
,
Update attendance
Grade level meetings
Faculty meetings
Develop educational concepts
Meet with parents
Prepare daily plans and unit plans
Grades, computer updates and interim progress reports
Team meetings
Write and revise IEP's
Research
Curriculum Development
Staff Development
The District can mandate that the professional period be used for
a specific activity within the list a maximum of seven (7) times per month. On other
days the teacher may select which activity within the list will be done during the
professional period. In months in which there is a recess of one (1) week or more the
number of mandated periods will be prorated.
. d) The advisory period shall be ten (10) minutes in length unless, at
the principal's sole discretion, it may be extended or shortened.
e) At the close of the last teaching period, a period of thirty-two (32)
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minutes will be held, during which the teacher will perform professional duties, such
as extra help for pupils, staff 111eetingsor conferences, 111eetingswith parents, clubs
and other student activities, ete.
Exceptions
1. Monday afternoons are reserved for meetings of faculties,
departments, committees, the W.U.T. and other professional
activities, lasting until the professional obligation is completed.
W.U.T. Ineetings are to be held after the teacher's school day.
2. On Fridays, teachers 111ayleave after the close of the last period of
the day, as soon as any student needs or other professional
obligations are fulfilled.
f) Where scheduling permits the administration will not assign a teacher
more than five (5) teaching periods per day as per current practice.
g) Where scheduling permits the administration will try to provide a
minimum of the equivalent of one (1) full class period daily for preparation purposes.
h) Teachers will not be assigned to more than one (1) period cafeteria
duty and no one teacher shall be assigned cafeteria duty for more than one (1)
.
semester in anyone academic year without his/her consent. (
i) Science teachers teaching four classes shall be required to cover the
labs related to those classes. Upon days in which labs comprise a sixth period, science
teachers shall not be assigned a duty.
periods.
Science teachers shall not be assigned to ffiQre than four (4) consecutive
j) Teachers may be assigned to perform up to five (5) duty periods per
week. The nature of the duty periods shall be consistent with current practice.
k) Teachers shall not be assigned to more than four (4) consecutive
instructional periods.
1) The Administration shall be permitted to establish block scheduling
which may result in the assignment of teacher preparation periods in an aggregated
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manner, not to exceed two preparation periods during one teaching day. Hence, it is
understood that teachers Inay not receive a preparation or professional period on a
particular day. In all other respects, the requirements of Articles XVII and XXI shall
apply to block scheduling. On days that teachers are assigned to six classes, the
professional period shall not be used for meetings, nor may such a teacher be assigned
to a seventh "class coverage" period.
Section 4. Senior High School
a) Teachers shall report ten (10) minutes before the opening of the
school day.
b) The teacher's day shall be seven (7) hours, fourteen (14) minutes.
c) The homeroom period shall be approximately five (5) minutes
long, unless, at the principal's sole discretion, it maybe extended or shortened.
d) The instructional day includes an average of two hundred (200)
minutes per day teaching time plus one (1) preparation period, a lunch period and a
professional period.
The professional period in the secondary schools shall be used for the
following purposes:
.
Meet with students and extra help for students
Develop tests
Consult with:
Special education teachers of the teacher's students
Guidance
Psychologists
Social workers
Psychological service teachers
Review books and materials
Committees
Update attendance
Grade level meetings
Faculty meetings
Develop educational concepts
Meet with parents
Prepare daily plans and unit plans
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Grades, computer updates and interim progress reports
Tean1 meetings
Write and revise IEP's
Research
Curriculum Developn1ent
Staff Development
The District can mandate that the professional period be used for a
specific activity within the list a maximum of seven (7) times per month. On other
days the teacher n1ay select which activity within the list will be done during the
professional period. In months in which there is a recess of one week (I) week or
more the nun1ber of mandated periods will be prorated. .
e) At the close of the last teaching period, a period of thirty-two (32)
minutes will be held, during which the teacher will perform professional duties, such
as extra help for pupils, staff Ineeting or conferences, meetings with parents, n1eetings
of clubs and other student activities, etc.
Exceptions:
1. Monday afternoons are reserved for meetings of faculties,
depanments, committees, the W.U.T. and other professional
activities, lasting until the professional obligations are completed.
W.U.T. meetings are to be held after the teacher's school day.
2.
..'
On Fridays, teachers may leave after the close of the last period of
the day, as soon as any student needs or other professional
obligations are fulfilled.
f) Where scheduling permits the administration will not assign a
teacher n10re than five (5) teaching periods per day, as p'er current practice.
g) Where scheduling permits the administration will try to provide a
minimum of the equivalent of one (1) full class period daily for preparation purposes.
. h) Teachers will not be assigned to more than one (1) period
cafeteria duty and no one teacher shall be assigned cafeteria duty for more than one
( 1) semester in anyone academic year without his/her consent.
i) Science teachers teaching four classes shall be required to cover the
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labs related to those classes. Upon days in which labs comprise a sixth period, scien~e
teachers shall not be assigned a duty.
Science teachers shall not be assigned to more than four (4) consecutive
periods.
j) Teachers may be assigned to perform up to five (5) duty periods per.
week. The nature of the duty periods shall be consistent with current practice.
k) Teachers shall not be assigned to more than four (4) consecutive
instructional periods.
1) The Administration shall be permitted to establish block scheduling
which may result in the assignment of teacher preparation periods in an aggregated
manner, not to exceed two preparation periods during one teaching day. Hence, it is
understood that teachers n1ay not receive a preparation or professional period on a
particular day. In all other respects, the requirements of Articles XVII and XXI shall
apply to block scheduling. On days that teachers are assigned to six classes, the
professional period shall not be used for meetings, nor may such a teacher be assigned
to a seventh "class coverage" period.
Section 5.
The administration retains the right to make minor adjustments of
schedule within the school day, after consultation with the Organization.
Section 6.
On ""ruesday, Wednesday, and Thursday, voluntary compliance on the
part of teachers with the provision of extra help for students, meetings with parents,
case conferences, clubs and student activities, and other professional duties, may
continue in the same manner as under the prior contracts. The program of voluntary
compliance will continue to be evaluated periodically both by the Organization and
the administration, and if considered unsuccessful by either party, it may be
terminated at any time, following consultation between the Organization and the
administration.
Section 7.
All teachers shall be available at their own convenience for evening
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meetings with parents. In addition, each teacher is expected to attend the Back to
School and Curriculum Night Progran1s and evening conferences pursuant to Article
XIII.
Section 8.
The. President, First Vice President and Second Vice-President of the
Organization shall be released from supervisory duties provided all necessary
supervisory duties are covered without additional cost to the Board. The President of
the Organization shall have one less class or its equivalent.
Section 9.
Where a duty period follows or precedes the movement of teacher from
one building to another, the teacher shall have a total of ten (10) minutes time travel
time.
Section 10. Flexibility
The specific hours of a teacher's day may be adjusted by the
Administration. However, no teacher shall serve more hours in a flexible program
than the teacher would have in a traditionally assigned work day; nor shall any duty
assignments or class sizes deviate from the provisions of Article XVII and XXI of this
agreement except to the extent of assignment of a flexible schedule. The flexible
assignment shall commence no earlier than one hour before, nor end one hour after,
the regular work day for teachers. .
a) When the District determines to in1plement flexible schedule(s), such
positions shall be posted to all affected teachers by May 15th.
b ) Volunteers shall be solicited by the Administration. Volunteers shall
be assigned except when the District determines that a manifest educational,
programatical or certification need requires the assignment of a staff member who has
not volunteered. When possible, assignn1ents shall be made on an equitable rotating
basis and shall not exceed two years in length.
1. In the event that the District has not determined that a
manifest educational, programatical or certification need exists,
and the number of volunteers exceeds available assignments, the
most senior shall be selected.
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2. In the event that the District has determined that a manifest
educational, progralnatical or certification need exists and two or
n10re teachers have been determined to be equally qualified to
meet the determined manifest educational, programatical or
certification need, the least senior shall be assigned.
c) Teachers on flexible schedules shall not be required to attend
meetings that are not contiguous to those schedules.
d) Disputes arising hereunder shall be subject to expedited review
comlnencing with 'Level 3' of Appendix "G" of the contract.
ARTICLE XXII TEACHER EMPLOYMENT
Section 1. Teachers will be involved in the interviewing of candidates for
teaching positions depending upon their interests and availability. Those teachers
who are willing to be involved in the interview process shall notify the administration
by October 1st.
Section 2. It is understood that all hiring is to be done by the best means
available to the Superintendent's office at the time of hiring.
Section 3 . Teachers who have resigned from the District will, upon returning
to the system, be given total teaching credit for service previously granted in
Wantagh provided they return to the District within five (5) years.
Section 4. Professional Competence
I.,
,.
I
~
1\
I:
The District believes that each teacher has an obligation throughout
his/her career, to keep abreast of new knowledge, and new methods and techniques of
teaching and that teachers have an obligation to participate in in-service training
appropriate for the effective introduction of new curriculum, new methods of
teaching or revised organization for instruction. The administration will refer the
issue of problems, if any, concerning teacher needs for in-service courses to the E.L.C.
The Organization will exercise its leadership in encouraging attendance at in-service
courses.
.
Section 5.
a) A probationary teacher will be informed of the Superintendent's
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recommendation as to whether he/she shall be granted tenure in accordance with the
law.
b) A probationary teacher denied reemployment shall be entitled upon
written request to a discussion of the "matter with his/her administrator or the
Superintendent.
ARTICLE XXIII PERSONAL IN URY BENEFITS AND WOR1<ERS'
COMPENSATION
Section 1.
Whenever a teacher is absent from school as a result of a personal injury
which is the direct result of an assault occurring in the course of his/her employment,
he/she will receive his/her full salary for the period of such absence, the Board paying
the difference between any amounts received from employer insurance carriers and
the full sun1 of his/her salary and no part of such absence will be charged to his/her
annual sick leave. The District's obligation in this matter shall continue for a
maximum period of one calendar year.
Section 2.
The District will reimburse the teacher for the reasonable cost of
medical, surgical and hospital services not paid through any insurance available to the
teacher incurred as a direct result of an assault occurring in the course of his/her
employment.
Section 3.
Whenever a teacher is absent from school as a result of a work related
injury that results in a Workers' Con1pensation Board award, the first five (5) days of
such absence shall be charged to the teacher's sick leave. The teacher shall return
worker compensation payments to the District and shall then receive from the
"
District full salary for a maximum of four (4) months per workers' compensation
injury.
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rARTICLE XXIV SCHOOL BUILDING FACILITIES
Section 1.
Each school shall be provided with teacher dining room facilities.
Section 2.
Office machinery such as a computer, copying machine and supplies and
a telephone shall be made available for professional use to teachers.
ARTICLE XXV USE OF SCHOOL FACILITIES
Section 1. Organization's Use of Building
The Organization shall have the right to use school buildings without
cost at reasonable times for meetings. The Organization shall apply through regular
procedures for use of buildings.
Section 2. Faculty Bulletin Board for Organization Use
There shall be one (1) bulletin board in a faculty room in each building
for the purpose of displaying notices, circulars and other Organization materials.
Section 3. Organization Use of Interschool Mail and Mail Boxes
The Organization shall have the exclusive right as the representative of
the teachers to reasonable use of the district mail boxes and bulletin boards and
interschool mail delivery for the purpose of organization notices and other teacher
organization materials. This right shall not infringe or impair any rights of any
teacher under Article XIV of the Civil Service Law or other statutes or laws. A
courtesy copy shall be given to the principal and Superintendent. The Organization
will be responsible for good taste of materials.
Section 4. Organization Time at Faculty Meetings
a) The Organization may be given a place on the agenda of the
orientation for teachers.
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b) The Organization will be given time at the end of individual
building faculty n1eetings upon request.
ARTICLE XXVI ABSENCE POLICY
Section 1. Personal Illness
a) Teachers who are unable to work due to personal illness will receive
full pay for up to sixteen (16) days per year (cumulative ~o one hundred eighty-four
(184) days) of which three (3) days may be personal business days for which no
reasons need be given except for restrictions as per current practice. Personal days are
to be used only for unavoidable events which cannot be scheduled on nonwork tin1e
and may not be used to extend vacations or recesses. Said personal illness leave shall
be applicable to any illness whether or not caused by pregnancy or childbirth.
b) The District may require a teacher to be examined by a doctor
designated by the District to determine the ability of the teacher to work. If he/she
determines the teacher is not capable of fully performing the role of the teacher, the
teacher must apply for leave due to personal illness. If he/she determines the teacher
is capable of fully perforn1ing the role of the teacher, the teacher must return to work
unless the teacher is eligible and elects to apply for a leave of absence under another
provision of this contract.
Section 2. Death in the Family
An employee may be allowed a maximum of five (5) days' absence with
full pay in case of death in the immediate family, and three (3) days' absence with full
pay for any other relative as listed below. This absence shall not be charged against
the employee's leave.
Five Days Three Days
wife or husband
child
parents
blood relative making a
permanent home with employee
legal dependent
(In case of married employee the "in law" shall be considered in the same
relationship as the relative listed above)
brother
sister
aunt
uncle
grandparents
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Absence in excess of the above allowances shall be at full loss of pay.
Section 3. ~
The District will reimburse teachers who serve on juries for their normal
salaries less any amounts received for jury service as salary. Any amount received by
the teacher as expenses due to jury service shall be kept by the teacher. Teachers shall
request "on-call" jury service where available.
Section 4. Association Days
A l11ax.in1umof twenty (20) days paid leave per year may be utilized for
attendance at Organization, N.Y.S.U.T. or other professional conferences. No more
than five (5) teachers n1ay be absent on anyone day. No one teacher may utilize
more than four (4) association days, except the President of the Organization, who.
may utilize five (5). Whenever possible teachers shall give a minimUl11 of two (2)
week's notice if they wish to utilize an association day.
ARTICLE XXVII EDUCATIONAL VISITATIONS
Section 1.
Educational visitations may be granted teachers upon their written
request at the discretion of the Superintendent of Schools.
Section 2.
When granted, such visitation shall be with pay and shall not be
chargeable against leave days.
ARTICLE XXVIII EXTENDED LEAVESOF ABSENCE
Section 1. Peace Corps. Exchange Teacher and Similar Leaves
a) A leave of absence without pay shall be granted for the following:
1) For up to two (2) years for any teacher who joins the Peace
Corps or
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2) For any teacher who serves as an exchange teacher on a
full-time basis. Such leave may be renewed annually at the
. .
discretion of the Board to a maxin1um of two (2) years.
b) Upon return from such leave the teacher shall be placed on the
salary schedule at the level he/she would have achieved if he/she had not been absent,
to the extent that during such leave of absence he/she \vas engaged in a teaching
function
Section 2. Mili tary Leave
Military leave shall be granted in accordance with the law.
Section 3. Child Care
Upon request, a teacher shall be granted a leave of absence for the
duration of the school year in which the application is made up to one (1) year for
the purpose of caring for an infant. However, to the extent that a leave of absence for
child care purposes commences on or after March 1 and before the end of the school
year, such period shall not count in determining the first year of available child care
leave. Upon application by the teacher, said leave will be extended for an additional
school year. Said leave shall be without pay. In emergency situations, the teacher may
request that said leave terminate on the February semester staning date. The teacher
shall have the option of applying to have the leave commence prior to the birth of the
child. This leave shall be available to both male and female teachers. It shall not
count as a "step" or "steps" on the salary schedule and shall not apply toward tenure.
Personal leave shall not be used to extend child care leave and there shall be no
pyramiding of leave time to extend child care leave.
Except in emergency situations, the teacher shall provide no less than
sixty (60) days' written notice of his/her intent to apply for this leave to the
Superintendent of Schools. Where possible said leave shall begin on September 1st.
Child care leaves shall not begin between September 1 and September 30. .
. Failure to respond to the Superintendent of Schools' request concerning
the teacher's intent to return shall relieve the District of the obligation of
preemployment.
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Section 4. Personal Leave Without Pay
Application for personal leave without pay for the following year n111st
be made by March 1st and be accompanied by a statement indicating the reason arid
the length of time requested. Teachers shall be granted a one year leave of absence,
commencing September 1st and terminating August 31 st without pay for purposes
other than employment elsewhere. The Board shall retain the discretion to grant
emergency leaves without pay during the year.
Section 5.
All leaves taken under this contract lTIUsttern1inate at the end of a
marking period with the exclusion of the last marking period or at the start of school
in the next academic year.
ARTICLE XXIX F.M.L.A.
Leave time granted under this contract which is consistent with an F.M.L.A.
purpose shall run concurrently with F.M.L.A. leave time.
~E XXX JOB STABILITY
The Administration will advise teachers if there is a possibility that the
position they are holding will be deemed "excessed" in the following school year as
soon as possible.
By February 1st the Administration will post a notice of all known vacancies
for the following school year. Where possible, notice will be given to Wantagh
teachers .at least one (1) week before seeking applicants from outside the District.
An "excessed" Wantagh teacher will be guaranteed an interview for any vacant
position for which he/she applies. It is understood that the District has the right to
hire teachers from outside of the District. However, prior service to the District
would be one of the factors given consideration as in current practice before making
an appointment.
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ARTICLE XXXI UNUSED SICI( LEAVE
A teacher who is eligible for and who retires under the New York State
Teachers Retirement System, upon tern1ination of en1ployment may, by written
notice to the District prior to the February 1st preceding retirement, receive payment
for unused accumulated sick leave based upon the following forn1ula:
a) The total number of days' payment shall be equal to the total
nun1ber of unused sick leave days which the teacher has acculnulated. For this
purpose, a teacher may accun1ulate a n1aximUln of one hundred ninety-four (194)
days.
b) Upon permanent retirement the teacher shall be paid Seventy
($70.00) Dollars per day for the first 100 days, One Hundred Forty ($140.00) Dollars
per day for the 101st-180th day and One Hundred Seventy ($170.00 Dollars per day
for the 181 st-194th day of unused sick leave credited under (a) above, but in no
event may such payment exceed Twenty Thousand Five Hundred and Eighty
($20,580.00) Dollars.
c) A letter of resignation stating the individual's intention to retire is
to be submitted by the teacher to the Superintendent of Schools by February 1st of
the school year prior to retirement.
d) The above date, February P\ shall be waived in the event that an
adverse economic event, such as a reduction in retirement benefits caused by act of
the legislature, accelerates the teacher's retirement date. In the event timely notice is
not received by the District for budgeting purposes, payment to the teacher under
this article may be deferred to the following fiscal school year.
e) If the District elects to participate in th~ New York State Retirement
option, the District may payout unused sick leave over twenty-four (24) months
fron1 the effective date of retirement.
ARTICLE XXXII INSURANCE
Section 1 - Schedule
a) The insurance program for the teachers shall be as on attached
Schedule "F."
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b) 1. Health Insurance - New York Health Insurance Program
a. Eligibility
(1) Full-time teachers shall be eligible
(2) Part-time teachers shall be eligible if they work
two-fifths (2/5) time or more.
b. For full-time teachers, the District shall contribute ninety
(900/0) percent of the cost of individual coverage; eighty-five (850/0) percent of the
cost of family coverage.
c. For part-tin1e teachers who work two-fifths (2/5) time or
more, the District shall contribute pro rata of the percentage the District contributes
towards a full-tin1e teacher.
2. Dental insurance, Life Insurance and Long-term Disability.
Up to and including June 30, 2006 contributions shall be made in
accordance with Schedule "F".
3. Wantagh Benefit Trust Fund
The W.U.T. will establish the Wantagh Benefit Trust Fund (the
"Fund") effective January 1,1996.
a. The Trust n1ust accept contributions for other District
employees at the request of the District provided the employees are eligible to receive
the identical benefits given to men1bers of the teachers' unit and the Fund receives
the same amount per employee as that received per employee for the teachers unit.
. b. The Fund shall cover full-time employees represented by the
W.U.T. There shall be no change in status of part-time employees who will continue
not to be covered for these three insurances.
c. . Effective July 1, 2002, the rate of contribution to the Trust
by the District shall be $750.00 per covered employee. Effective July 1,2003, the
rate of contribution to the Trust by the District shall be $825.00 per covered
employee. Effective July 1, 2004, the rate of contribution to the Trust by the District
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shall be $875.00 per covered employee. Effective July 1, 2005 and thereafter, the
rate of contribution shall be $925.00 per covered en1ployee.
c) Teachers hired after July 1,1991shall not be eligible for health
insurance coverage if they are covered by a health insurance policy whose benefits are
equal to or better than those offered under the District's then existing policy.
d) Upon request, the Organization shall provide the District with
information concerning financial expenditures iI)cured by the Trust for particular
benefit categories.
Section 2 2002-06 Retirees
The District's percentage of contribution toward health insurance shall not be
diminished during the life of the this agreement for people who retire from July 1,
2002 through June 30, 2006.
Section 3 Health Insurance Declination
a) A teacher who has had family health insurance coverage and who
declines such family coverage for a year shall receive one-half ( 1/2) of the savings to
the District by virtue of such declination on the anniversary date of the declination.
Teachers hired after July 1, 1991 who decline health insurance coverage shall receive.
no more than the amount paid for declination of individual coverage.
b) The Teacher may opt for family coverage during the year if
permitted by the carrier but shall not be eligible to share in the savings unless the
declination was in effect for a year. The teacher shall not be eligible if the teacher had
individual coverage changed to family coverage and then changed back to individual
coverage.
Section 4. In the event the premium cost for the statewide health insurance
increases thirty (300/0) or more from the 1990-91 cost during the life of this contract,
this provision shall be subject to a reopener upon request.
Section 5. The District may provide an alternative to the statewide plan
provided the alternative is comparable and it is mutually agreeable to change the
carrier.
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ARTICLE XXXIII SUMMER SCHOOLS AND SUMMER RECREATION
PROGRAMS
Section 1. Salary
In the event the District establishes and maintains a summer school and/or
recreation program, the salaries for teachers employed in such programs shall be as
indicated in attached Schedule "0".
Section 2. Positions
Wantagh teachers with or without experience in the Wantagh Summer School
Program will be employed in preference to teachers from other districts, subject to
proper certification.
ARTICLE XXXIV HOME TEACHERS
The salary schedule for Home Teachers shall be as in attached Schedule "E."
ARTICLE XXXV COMPENSATION
Section 1. Regular Salary
,.
a) The salary schedule effective July 1,2002-2003 shall be as on
attached schedule "A-I".
The salary schedule effective July 1,2003-2004 shall be as on
attached schedule "A-2".
The salary schedule effective July 1, 2004-2005 shall be as on
attached schedule "A- 3".
The salary schedule effective July 1, 2005-2006 shall be as on
attached schedule "A- 4".
. b) Effective July 1, 1979, the B + 15 and M + 15 salary columns have
been eliminated. Persons on those columns prior to t~at date have been "red-circled"
but no new persons may move onto those columns.
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Effective July 1, 1980 the B + 45 and the M + 45 salary columns have
been eli111inated. Persons on those colu111nsprior to that date have been "red-circled"
but no new persons may 1110veonto those columns.
Section 2. Coaches of Interscholastic Spons and
Sponsors of Co-Curricular Activities
a) It is understood and agreed that the District has the authority to
establish or discontinue coaching or co-curricular positions. The following schedules
shall apply for the enumerated positions if they are enacted by the District.
b) The salary schedule for coaching and co-curricular positions shall
be as on attached Schedule "B".
All new clubs approved by the Superintendent and the Board of
Education will be immediately placed on Schedule "B".
c) 1. The salary schedule for the 2002-03 school year shall be
increased by 3.25%.
2. The salary schedule for the 2003-04 school year shall be
increased by by 3.25%.
3. The salary schedule for the 2004-05 school year shall be
increased by 3.25%.
4. The salary schedule for the 2005-06 school year shall be
increased by 3.250/0.
Section 3. Salary Schedule for Psychologists and Social Workers
a) Psychologists and Social Workers appointed prior to July 1,1979
shall be paid additional stipends as on attached Schedule "C(2)".
ARTICLE XXXVI GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE
The grievance procedure shall be as on attached Schedule "G".
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ARTICLE XXXVII NATIONAL WAGE-PRICE REGULATIONS
It is understood and agreed that all of the terms and conditions agreed to by
. the parties are subject to laws, rules and regulations of the Federal and State
governments, in particular, national regulations concerning wages and prices.
ARTICLE XXXVIII SICI( LEAVE BANI(
Section 1. A Sick Leave Bank shall be established in the 1985-86 school vear.
.I
a) The Bank shall be administered by a Joint Con1mittee consisting of
two (2) persons appointed by the Organization and two (2) persons appointed by the
Superintendent of Schools.
Section 2. Each full-time probationary and tenured teacher on staff as of
Septelnber 30, 1985 shall contribute one (1) day to the Bank. Such day may not
thereafter be used by the individual teacher except as a draw from the Bank in
accordance with this article. In the event the Bank falls below a level deemed
appropriate by the Joint Committee, probationary and tenured
teachers on staff as of that time may be required by the Committee to contribute
additional days.
Section 3. Only full-time probationary and tenured teachers may draw upon
the Bank. The Bank is to be used only if the teacher has exhausted all accumulated
sick leave and the illness will extend for more than thirty (30) consecutive days and is
of a critical nature. The Joint Committee shall rule upon all applications. The teacher
may draw upon the Bank up until the date the teacher is eligible for long-term
disability coverage. The Sick Leave Bank Committee Will determine how and when
the teacher who draws upon the Bank will repay the Bank.
ARTICLE XXXIX PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
Section 1. A Professional Development Program is herewith established to
facilitate teacher initiated professional development activities of members of the unit
and to provide teacher involvement in the review and approval of the same.
Section 2. A Professional Development Committee (PDC) consisting of
three members of the unit, appointed by the President of the Union, and three
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administrators, appointed by the Superintendent, shall meet regularly to make
reco111n1endations to the Superintendent on applications for activities under this
Program. The Chair shall rotate from a District to Union representative, annually.
Section 3. Procedures for Application for Leaves Under the POP:
a) Shon-Term Activities
4.
5.
1. Shon-Term Activities shall be those where the member of
the unit attends a program after school hours, or a progran1
requiring the member to be absent from his/her assigned
position for less than (2) days.
2. The member shall submit his/her application to the PDC
Chairperson who shall immediately provide a copy to the
Superintendent.
3. The Committee shall make its recommendation to the
Superintendent who shall either approve or deny the
application based on the criteria listed in Section 5.
The Superintendent shall notify the PDC Chairperson and
the member of his/her decision normally within up to
fifteen (15) days of receipt of the application for the POCo
Shon-Term Activities are :designed to permit the unit
member to attend seminars, in-service workshops or
shon-term visitations to other educational agencies not
exceeding two days.
b ) Long-Term Activities
1. Long-Term Activities shall be those which allow the
member to attend an activity that occurs after school,
during school recess periods or during the summer.
2. The member shall submit his/her application to the POC
Chairperson, who shall immediately provide a copy to the
Superintendent.
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3. The Comn1ittee shall make its recommendation to the
Superintendent, \vho shall either approve or deny the
application based on the criteria listed in Section 5.
4. The Superintendent shall notify the member of his/her
decision within thiny (30) calendar days of receipt of the
application from the POC.
5. Long-Term Activities are designed to provide staff
members with the ability to engage in unique activities
that improve daily teaching skills while at the same time
directly enhancing the Wantagh UFSO's various prograITIs.
The types of activities the parti~s intend to foster, include,
but are not limited to:
a. Independent research and study;
b. Curriculum development, initiated by the staff
member;
c. Attendance at specialized in-service and educational
programs offered during non-school periods (recess
periods and summer), or after regular work time, not
including traditional college and university courses.
c) In the event that the Superintendent shall deny any application
which has received the approval of the PDC, he/she shall notify the member and the
PDC Chairperson, in writing, of the reasons for said denial.
Section 4. The Superintendent's decisions hereunder shall be final and
binding. Disputes arising hereunder shall be subject to expedited review commencing
with 'Level 3' of Appendix "G" of the contract.
Section 5. The following criteria shall be used by the PDC in acting upon
any
application under Section 3:
a) Bene.fit of-the proposal to the Wantagh instructional program;
b) Cost;
c) Relationship of the proposal to the applicant's job duties.
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Section 6. The PDC may, as part of its approval, require the submission of a
writing and/or report fro111the teacher for use by the teacher's colleagues and
. Administration after completion of the activity. In appropriate cases the teacher may
be requested to provide in-service assistance to colleagues and Administrators
respecting implementation of program changes, as requested by the administration.
Section 7. The maximum annual expenditures hereunder shall be $30,000.00
total, per annum. Up to $10,000 of the available professional development funds
may be used for the District's mentor program. However, such monies may only be
used for the mentor program in the event that the grant funding is eliminated or
reduced. The District shall be required to produce a financial accounting if any part
of such Inonies is to be used for the mentor progra111.
ARTICLE XL MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS
Section 1.
rhis Agreement shall constitute the full and complete commitments between
both parties and may be altered,' changed, added to, deleted from or modified only
through the voluntary, mutual consent of the parties in a written and signed
amendment to this Agreement.
Section 2. Taylor Law Notice
IT IS AGREED BY AND BETWEEN THE PARTIES
THAT ANY PROVISION OF THIS AGREEMENT
REQUIRlNG LEGISLATIVE ACTION TO PERMIT ITS
IMPLEMENTATION BY AMENDMENT TO LAW OR
BY PROVIDING THE ADDITIONAL FUNDS
THEREFOR, SHALL NOT BECOME EFFECTIVE
UNTIL THE APPROPRIATE LEGISLATIVE BODY HAS
GIVEN APPROVAL.
Section 3.
This Agreement shall supersede any rules, regulations or practices of the
Board which shall be contrary to or inconsistent with its terms. The provisions of
. this Agreement shall be incorporated into and be considered part of the established
policies of the Board.
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Section 4.
Any individual arrangement, agreement or contract between the Board
and a teacher shall be subject to and consistent with the terms and conditions of this
contract.
Section 5.
If any provisions of this Agreement or any application of the agreement
to any teacher or group of teachers shall be found contrary to law then such provision
or application shall not be deemed valid and subsisting except to the extent pern1itted
by law, but all other provisions or applications shall continue in full force and effect.
Section 6.
Teachers who revise an existing course or develop the content for a new
course may receive one in-service credit for every fifteen (IS) hours of work if not
otherwise compensated at the discretion of the Superintendent. .
ARTICLE XLI TERM OF AGREEMENT
This Agreement shall go 'into effect as of the 1st day of July, 2002, and shall
continue in effect up to and including the 30th day of June 2006.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, this Agreement has been fully executed by' the
parties the day and year first above written.
WANTAGH UNION REE SCHOOL DISTRICT
TOWN OF HE EAD
WANTAGH UNITED TEACHERS
by
I
'-->- .
.;::.<'
"
.
"
.,
.'
.
by /_~(.e. t (:'''-.'1 L , /"/' c, \.~(
, /
President.' /
-
.
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2002-03
STEP BA BA+ 15 BA+30 BA+45 BA+60 M M+15 M+30 M+45 M+60 D
1 42200 44058 45845 47572 49425 49040 50796 52623 54409 56236 58027
2 42870 44730 46517 48247 50095 49711 51472 53295 55086 56902 58698
3 43896 45749 47572 49362 51183 50892 52653 54542 56331 58181 60007
4 44913 46806 48625 50484 52299 52081 53870 55756 57576 59463 61285
5 46481 48372 50227 52113 53897 53806 55659 57545 59334 61225 63074
6 48145 50034 51853 53712 55533 55659 57545 59335 61224 63108 64929
7 49744 51629 53488 55341 57165 57545 59334 61225 63109 64963 66816
8 51500 53329 55244 57095 58923 59595 61443 63330 65189 67076 68897
9 53329 55245 57096 58954 60806 61926 63784 65663 67520 69376 71197
10 55244 57095 58955 60841 62628 64291 66147 67966 69822 71741 73563
11 57096 58954 60841 62658 64518 66558 68158 70333 72189 74047 75864
12 58'955 60841 62659 64547 66368 68897 70713 72602 74490 76313 78134
13 61225 62883 63386 66557 68382 71225 73082 75068 76917 78741 80595
14 64069 65378 66400 68896 70681 73563 75417 77624 79441 81335 83152
15 65664 68287 69376 71224 73052 75901 77748 80181 82035 83890 85716
16 65825 69229 72463 74696 76522 79001 80850 83568 85391 87438 89741
17 65987 70172 75550 78169 79988 82097 83952 86957 88746 90986 93764
18 65987 70172 76470 78169 79988 83028 84883 87885 89680 91913 93764
20 68100 72283 78584 80281 82097 85142 86994 90000 91790 94026 95879
25 70329 74510 80809 82505 84328 87366 89221 92227 94017 96253 98106
Longevity: Step 20 $2,110 Step 25 $2,225
Bachelor's schedules stop at Step 13 for teachers employed after 7/1/69.
Effective July 1, 1979, the B+ 15 and M+ 15 salary columns were eliminated. Persons
on those columns prior to that date will be "red circled" but no new persons may move
onto those columns.
Effective July 1, 1980, the B+45 and M+45 salary columns were eliminated. Persons on
those columns prior to that date will be "red circled" but no new persons may move onto
those columns.
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2003-04
STEP BA BA+15 BA+30 BA+45 BA+60 M M+15 M+30 M+45 M+60 0
1 43572 45490 47335 49118 51031 50634 52447 54333 56177 58064 59913
2 44263 46184 48029 49815 51723 51327 53145 55027 56876 58751
'
60606
3 45323 47236 49118 50966 52846 52546 54364 56315 58162 60072 61957
4 46373 48327 50205 52125 53999 53774 55621 57568 59447 61396 63277
5 47992 49944 51859 53807 55649 55555 57468 59415 61262 63215 65124
6 49710 51660 53538 55458 57338 57468 59415 61263 63214 65159 67039
7 51361 53307 55226 57140 59023 59415 61262 63215 65160 67074 68988
8 53174 55062 57039 58951 60838 61532 63440 65388 67308 69256 71136
9 55062 57040 58952 60870 62782 63939 65857 67797 69714 71631 73511
10 57039 58951 60871 62818 64663 66380 68297 70175 72091 74073 75954
11 58952 60870 62818 64694 66615 68721 70373 72619 74535 76454 78330
12 60871 62818 64695 66645 68525 71136 73011 74962 76911 78793 80673
13 63215 64927 65446 68720 70604 73540 75457 77508 79417 81300 83214
14 66151 67503 68558 71135 72978 75954 77868 80147 82023 83978 85854
15 67798 70506 71631 73539 75426 78368 80275 82787 84701 86616 88502
16 67964 71479 74818 77124 79009 81569 83478 86284 88166 90280 92658
17 68132 72453 78005 80709 82588 84765 86680 89783 91630 93943 96811
18 68132 72453 78955 80709 82588 85726 87642 90741 92595 94900 96811
20 70313 74632 81138 82890 84765 87909 89821 92925 94773 97082 98995
25 72615 76932 83435 85186 87069 90205 92121 95224 97073 99381 101294
Longevity: Step 20 $2,179 Step 25 $2,297
B,achelor's schedules stop 'at Step 13 for teachers employed after 7/1/69.
Effective July 1, 1979, the B+ 15 and M* 15 salary columns were eliminated. Persons
on those columns prior to that date will be "red circled" but no new persons may move
onto those columns.
Effective July I, 1980, the B+45 and M+45 salary columns were eliminated. Persons on
those columns prior to that date will be "red circled" but no new persons may move onto
those columns. 38
2004-05
STEP BA BA+15 BA+30 BA+45 BA+60 oM M+15 M+30
M+45 M+60 D
1 44988 46968 48873 50714 52690 52280 54152 56099
58003 59951 61860
2 45702 47685 49590 51434 53404 52995 54872 56815
58724 60660 62576
3 46796 48771 50714 52622 54563 54254 56131
58145 60052 62024 63971
4 47880 49898 51837 53819 55754 55522 57429 59439
61379 63391 65334
5 49552 51567 53544 55556 57458 57361 59336 61346
63253 65269 67241
6 51326 53339 55278 57260 59201 59336 61346 63254
65268 67277 69218
7 53030 55039 57021 58997 60941 61346 63253 65269
67278 69254 71230
8 54902 56852 58893 60867 62815 63532 65502 67513
69496 71507 73448
9 56852 58894 60868 62848 64822 66017 67997 70000
71980 73959 75900
10 58893 60867 62849 64860 66765 68537 70517 72456
74434 76480 78423
11 60868 62848 64860 66797 68780 70954 72660 ' 74979 76957
78939 80876
12 62849 64860 66798 68811 70752 73448 75384 77398
79411 81354 83295
13 65269 67037 67573 70953 72899 75930 77909 80027 81998
83942 85918
14 68301 69697 70786 73447 75350 78423 80399 82752
84689 86707 88644
15 70001 72797 73959 75929 77877 80915 82884 85478
87454 89431 91378
16 70173 73802 77250 79631 81577 84220 86191 89088 91031
93214 95669
17 70346 74808 80540 83332 85272 87520 89497 92701 94608
96996 99957
18 70346 74808 81521 83332 85272 88512 90490 93690 95604
97984 99957
20 72598 77058 83775 85584 87520 90766 92740 95945 97853
100237 102212
25 74975 79432 86147 87955 89899 93137 95115 98319 100228
102611 104586
Longevity: Step 20 $2,250 Step 25 $2,372
Bachelor's schedules stop at Step 13 for teachers employed after 7/1/69.
Effective July 1, 19~9, the B+ 15 and M+ 15 salary columns were eliminated. Persons
on those columns pnor to that date will be "red circled" but no new persons ma y move
onto those columns.
Effective July 1, ,1980,the B+45 and M+45 salary columns were eliminated. Persons on
those columns pnor to that date will be "red circled" but no new persons may move onto
those columns.
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2005-06
STEP BA BA+15 BA+30 BA+45 BA+60 M M+15 M+30 M+45 M+60
D
1 46450 48494 50461 52362 54402 53979 55912 57922 59888 61899 63870
2 47187 49235 51202 53106 55140 54717 56655 58661 60633 62631 64610
3 48317 50356 52362 54332 56336 56017 57955 60035 62004 64040 66050
4 49436 51520 53522 55568 57566 57326 59295 61371 63374 65451 67457
5 51162 53243 55284 57362 59325 59225 61264 63340 65309 67390 69426
6 52994 55073 57075 59121 61125 61264 63340 65310 67389 69464 71468
7 54753 56828 58874 60914 62922 63340 65309 67390 69465 71505 73545
8 56686 58700 60807 62845 64856 65597 67631 69707 71755 73831 75835
9 58700 60808 62846 64891 66929 68163 70207 72275 74319 76363 78367
10 60807 62845 64892 66968 68935 70764 72809 74811 76853 78966 80972
11 62846 64891 66968 68968 71015 73260 75021 77416 79458 81505 83504
12 64892 66968 68969 71047 73051 75835 77834 79913 81992 83998 86002
13 67390 69216 69769 73259 75268 78398 80441 82628 84663 86670 88710
14 70521 71962 73087 75834 77799 80972 83012 85441 87441 89525 91525
15 72276 75163 76363 . 78397 80408 83545 85578 88256 90296 92338 94348
16 72454 76201 79761 82219 84228 86957 88992 91983 93990 96243 98778
17 72632 77239 83158 86040 88043 90364 92406 95714 97683 100148 103206
18 72632 77239 84170 86040 88043 91389 93431 96735 98711 101168 103206
20 74957 79562 86498 88365 90364 93716 95754 99063 101033 103495 1.05534
25 77412 82014 88947 90814 92821 96164 98206 101514 103485 105946 107985
, I11III""
Longevity: Step 20 $2,323 Step 25 $2,449
Bachelor's schedules stop at Step 13 for teachers employed after 7/1/69.
Effective July 1,1979, the B+15 and M+15 salary columns were eliminated. Persons
on those columns prior to that date will be "red circled" but no new persons'may move
onto those columns.
Effective July 1, 1980, the B+45 and M+45 salary columns were eliminated. Persons on
those columns prior to that date will be "red circled" but no new persons may move onto
those columns.
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UNITS 2002/2002 2003/2004 2004/2005 2005/2006
CLASS ADVISORS
........
SENIOR CLASS 50.0 2,920.00 3,015.00 3,112.50 3,212.50
JUNIOR CLASS 40.0 2,336.00 2,412.00 2,490.00 2,570.00
SOPHOMORE CLASS 25.0 1,460.00 1,507.50 1,556.25 1,606.25
FRESHMAN CLASS 23.0 1,343.25 1,386.75 1,431.75 1,477.75
8TH GRADE 21.0 1,226.50 1,266.25 1,307.25 1,349.25
7TH GRADE 15.0 876.00 904.50 933.75 963.75
6TH GRADE 10.0 584.00 603.00 622.50 642.50
HuS. - G.O. SENIOR HIGH 80.0 4,672.00 4,823.75 4,980.00 5,140.00
M. S. - STUDENT COUNCIL M.S. 48.0 2,803.25 2,894.25 2,988.00 3,084.00
BAND
SENIOR HIGH 60.0 3,504.00 3,618.00 3,735.00 3,855.00
SENIOR HIGH JAZZ 60.0 3,504.00 3,618.00 3,735.00 3,855.00
MIDDLE SCHOOL JAZZ 40.0 2,336.00 2,412.00 2,490.00 2,570.00
CHORAL 24.0 1,401.50 1,44 7.25 1,494.00 1,542.00
DETENTION
H.S. 62.0 3,620.75 3,738.50 3,859.50 3,983.50
M.S. 62.0 3,620.75 3,738.50 3,859.50 3,983.50
SENIOR SCHOLORSHIP COOR 15.00 876.00 904.50 933.75 963.75
TV PRODUCTIONS 62.0 3,620.75 3,738.50 3,859.50 3,983.50
DRAMA TIC PRODUCTIONS HIGH SCHOOL
PRODUCTION - 1 45.0 2,628.00 2,713.50 2,801.25 2,891.25
PRODUCTION - 2 45.0 2,628.00 2,713.50 2,801.25 2,891.25
SCENERY . 20.0 1,168.00 1,206.00 1,245.00 1,285.00
BUSINESS AFFAIRS 15.0 876.00 904.50 933.75 963.75
DRAMA TIC/MUSICAL MIDDLE SCHOOL
MIDDLE SCHOOL DIRECTOR 35.0 , 2,044.00 2,11'0.50 2,178.75 2,248.75
M.S. ASST. DIRECTOR 30.0 1,752.00 1,809.00 1,867.50 1,927.50
M.S. ASST. DIRECTOR 25.0 1,460.00 1,507.50 1,556.25 1,606.25
PLAYS
TOURS ELEM. SCHOOLS 35.0 2,044.00 2,110.50 2,178.75 2,248.75
GRADUATION COORDINATOR 15.0 876.00 904.50 933.75 963.75
SUPERVISORS (24) 80.00 82.50 85.25 88.00
INTRAMURAL SPORTS
BOYS 6-12 (11) 25.0 1,460.00 1,507.50 1,556.25 1,606.25
MATHLETES
HIGH SCHOOL 30.0 1,752.00 1,809.00 1,867.50 1,927.50
MIDDLE SCHOOL 12.0 700.75 723.50 747.00 771.00
Schedule B 2002/2003 $58.40
2003/2004 $60.30
2004/2005 $62.25
2005/2006 $64.25
/. 1 j
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UNITS 2002/2002 2003/2004 2004/2005 2005/2006
MUSICAL PRODUCTIONS
H.S. - DIRECTOR 48.0 2,803.25 2,894.25 2,988.00 3,084.00
H.S. ASST DIRECTOR 25.0 1,460.00 1,507.50 1,556.25 1,606.25 .
H.S. ASST DIRECTOR 25.0 1,460.00 1,507.50 1,556.25 1,606.25
SCENERY 25.0 1,460.00 1,507.50 1,556.25 1,606.25
DANCE 20.0 1,168.00 1,206.00 1,245.00 1,285.00
BUSINESS AFFAIRS 15.0 876.00 904.50 933.75 963.75
PUBLICATIONS
H.S. - COMMON FACTOR 15.0 876.00 904.50 933.75 963.75
H.S. - MAGAZINE 25.0 1,460.00 1,507.50 1,556.25 1,606.25
H.S. - NEWPAPER 68.0 3,971.25 4,100.25 4,233.00 4,369.00
H.S. - YEARBOOK 68.0 3,971.25 4,100.25 4,233.00 4,369.00
M.S. - NEWSPAPER 34.0 1,985.50 2,050.25 2,116.50 2,184.50
M.S. MEMORY BK 34.0 1,985.50 2,050.25 2,116.50 2,184.50
LEADERSHIP SKILLS 20.0 1,168.00 1,206.00 1,245.00 1,285.00
TWIRLING & POM INSTRUCTOR 54.0 3,153.50 3,256.00 3,361.50 3,469.50
M.S. - KICKLINE INSTRUCTOR 36.0 2,102.50 2,170.75 2,241.00 2,313.00
TALENT SHOW - M.S. 33.0 1,927.25 1,989.75 2,054.25 2,120.25
VARIETY SHOW - H.S. 33.0 1,927.25 1,989.75 2,054.25 2,120.25
ELEMENTARY
CHORAL (3) 28.0 1,635.25 1,688.25 1,743.00 1,799.00
BAND (3) 28.0 1,635.25 1,688.25 1,743.00 1,799.00
ORCHESTRA (3) 28.0 1,635.25 1,688.25 1,743.00 1,799.00
INTRAMURALS
GIRLS (3) 28.0 1,635.25 1,688.25 1,743.00 1,799.00
BOYS (3) 28.0 1,635.25 1,688.25 1,743.00 . 1,799.00
MATH OLYMPIADS (4) 8.0 467.25 482.50 498.00 514.00
AUDIENCE SUPERVISION
At Concerts Plays, Dances & Games
High School
Middle School
Elementary Schools
. 80.00
80.00
80.00
82.50
82.50
82.50
85.25
85.25
85.25
88.00
88.00
88.00
I,
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INTERSCHOLASTIC SPORTS
2002-2003 2003-2004 2004-2005 2005-2006
PUBLICITY 1,576.75 1,628.00 1,681.00 1,735.75
SECTION MEETINGS 572.50 591.00 610.25 630.00
BADMINTON 3,176.50 . 3,279.75 3,386.25 3,496.25
BASEBALL
VARSITY 5,324.50 5,497.50 5,676.25 5,860.75
J.V. 3,721.50' 3,842.50 3,967.50 4,096.50
M.S. 7TH 3,174.50 3,277.75 3,384.25 3,494.25
M.S. 8TH 3,174.50 3,277.75 3,384.25 3,494.25
BASKETBALL (BOYS)
VARSITY 6,269.25 6,473.00 6,683.25 6,900.50
J.V. 4,379.75 4,522.00 4,669.00 4,820.75
M.S. 7TH 3,429.75 3,541.25 3,656.25 3,775.00
M.S. 8TH 3,429.75 3,541.25 3,656.25 3,775.00
BASKETBALL (GIRLS)
VARSITY 6,269.25 6,473.00 6,683.25 6,900.50
J.V. 4,379.75 4,522.00 4,669.00 4,820.75
M.S. 7TH 3,429.75 3,541.25 3,656.25 3,775.00
M.S. 8TH 3,429.75 3,541.25 3,656.25 3,775.00
BOWLING
BOYS 3,275.25 3,381.75 3,491.75 3,605.25
GIRLS 3,275.25 3,381.75 3,491.75 3,605.25
CHEERLEADING
HIGH SCHOOL 5,137.50 5,304.50 5,477.00 5,655.00
JUNIOR VARSITY 3,721.25 3,842.25 3,967.00 4,096.00
MIDDLE SCHOOL 2,532.25 2,614.50 2,699.50 2,787.25
CROSS-COUNTRY
VARSITY (1.5) 4,065.00 4,197.00 4,333.50 4,474.25
MIDDLE SCHOOL 2,543.00 2,625.75 2,711.00 2,799.00
FOOTBALL
VARSITY 6,584.00 6,798.00 7,019.00 7,247.00
ASST. VARSITY (2) 4,637.25 4,788.00 4,943.50 5,104.25
JR. VARSITY (2) 4,637.25 4,788.00 4,943.50 5,104.25
MIDDLE SCHOOL (2) 3,911.00 4,038.00 4,169.25 4,304.75
GOLF 3,275.25 3,381.75 3,491.75 3,605.25
GYMNASTICS
VARSITY 5,009.75 5,172.50 5,340.50 5,514.00
MIDDLE SCHOOL 3,082.50 3,182.75 3,286.25 3,393.00
LACROSSE (Boys)
VARSITY 5,324.25 5,497.25 5,676.00 5,860.50
ASST. VARSITY 3,721.75 3,842.75 3,967.75 4,096.75
JUNIOR VARSITY 3,721.75 3,842.75 3,967.75 4,096.75
MIDDLE SCHOOL 3,174.50 3,277.75 3,384.25 3,494.25
MIDDLE SCHOOL 3,174.50 3,277.75 3,384.25 3,494.25
LACROSSE (Girls)
VARSITY 5,324.25 5,497.25 5,676.00 5,860.50
ASST. VARSITY 3,721.75 3,842.75 3,967.75 4,096.75
JUNIOR VARSITY 3,721.75 3,842.75 3,967.75 4,096.75
M.S. 7TH 3,174.50 3,277.75 3,384.25 3,494.25
M.S. 8TH 3,174.50 3,277.75 3,384.25 3,494.25
I. ')
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2002-2003 2003-2004 2004-2005 2005-2006
SOCCER (BOYS)
VARSITY 5,009.75 5,172.50 5,340.50 5,514.00
J.V. 3,721.25 3,842.25 3,967.00 4,096.00
M.S. 7TH 3,082.50 3,182.75 3,286.25 3,393.00
M.S. 8TH 3,082.50 3,182.75 3,286.25 3,393.00
SOCCER (GIRLS)
VARSITY 5,009.75 5,172.50 5,340.50 5,514.00
JUNIOR VARSITY 3.121.25 3,842.25 3,967.00 4,096.00
M.S. 7TH 3,082.50 3,182.75 3,286.25 3,393.00
M.S. 8TH 3,082.50 3,182.75 3,286.25 3,393.00
SOFTBALL
VARSITY 5,324.25 5,497.25 5,676.00 5,860.50
JUNIOR VARSITY 3,721.75 3,842.75 3,967.75 4,096.75
M.S. 7TH 3,174.50 3,277.75 3,384.25 3,494.25
M.S. 8TH 3,174.50 3,277.75 3,384.25 3,494.25
SPRING TRACK
VARSITY BOYS HEAD 5,009.75 5,172.50 5,340.50 5,514.00
VARSITY BOYS ASST 3,721.25 3,842.25 3,967.00 4,096.00
VARSITY GIRLS HEAD 5,009.75 5,172.50 5,340.50 5,514.00
VARSITY GIRLS ASST 3,721.25 3,842.25 3,967.00 4,096.00
M.S.HEAD 3,005.50 3,103.25 3,204.00 3,308.25
M.S. ASST 2,519.00 2,600.75 2,685.25 2,772.50
SPORTSNITE
SUPERVISOR 2,204.75 2,276.50 2,350.50 2,427.00
ASST. SUPERVISO 1,545.75 1,596.00 1,647.75 1,701.25
SWIMMING
BOYS 5,108.50 5,274.50 5,446.00 5,623.00
GIRLS 5,108.50 5,274.50 5,446.00 5,623.00
TENNIS
BOYS 3,275.25 3,381.75 3,491.75 3,605.25
GIRLS 3,275.25 3,381.75 3.491.75 3,605.25
TRACK - INDOOR
VARSITY 5,009.75 5,172.50 5,340.50 5,514.00
ASST. 3,721.25 . 3,842.25 3,967.00 4,096.00
VOLLEYBALL
VARSITY BOYS 5,009.75 5,172.50 5,340.50 5,514.00
J.V. BOYS 3,721.25 3,842.25 3,967.00 4,096.00
VARSITY GIRLS 5,009.75 5,172.50 5,340.50 5,514.00
J.V. GIRLS 3,721.25 3,842.25 3,967.00 4.096.00
M.S. 7TH GRADE 3,176.50 3,279.75 3,386.25 3,496.25
M.S. 8TH GRADE 3,176.50 3,279.75 3,386.25 3,496.25
WRESTLING
VARSITY 5,954.25 6,147.75 6,347.50 6,553.75
JUNIOR VARSITY 4.179.50 4,315.25 4,455.50 4,600.25
M.S. HEAD 3,543.00 3,658.25 3,777.25 3,900.00
M.S. ASST 2,977.25 3,074.00 3,174.00 3,277.25
**Extended Season Playoffs
Full Team 10% of stipend per week
Less than
Full Team 5% of stipend per week
In no event will more than three (3) weeks maximum additional stipend
payment be made.
CLUBS
CO-CURRICULAR ACTIVITY
HIGH SCHOOL
PHYSICAL EDUCATION LEADERSHIP
S.A.A.D.
ACADEMIC BOWL
ART
AV/TV CLUB
COMMUNITY SERVICE HONOR SOCIETY
COMPUTER CLUB
DRAFTING CLUB
DRAMATICS - THESPIANS
ENTREPRENEURSHIP CLUB
FOREIGN LANGUAGE HONOR SOCIETY
FRENCH CLUB
FUTURE BUSINESS LEADERS
HISTORY CLUB
HOLOGRAPHY CLUB
JUNIOR CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
LIBRARY CLUB
MATH CLUB
MODEL CONGRESS
NATL BUSINESS HONOR SOCIETY
NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY
PEER AIDS COUNCIL
SECRETERIAL SERVICES CLUB
SPANISH CLUB
SUGGESTION & COMPLAINT
U.S. HISTORICAL REVIEW
VARSITY KEY CLUB
W.A.R.R.
YOUTH DECIDE
III
LEVEL
III
I
II
II
II
I
III
III
III
II
III
II
II
III
I
I
II
II
III
II
II
II
III
I
III
II
II
I
II
125.25
250.50
626.00
02/03
533.25
533.25
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MIDDLE SCHOOL 02/03 03/04 04/05 05/06
ART II 250.50 258.75 267.25 276.00
B.E.S.T. III . 626.00 646.25 667.25 689.00
COMPUTER CLUB II 250.50 258.75 267.25 276.00
COMPUTER GRAPHICS II 250.50 258.75 267.25 276.00
DRAMA II 250.50 258.75 267.25 276.00
ENTREPRENEURSHIP CLUB III 626.00 646.25 667.25 689.00
FOREIGN LANGUAGE HONOR SOCIETY II 250.50 258.75 267.25 276.00
FRENCH CLUB II 250.50 258.75 267.25 2 7 6 .'0 0
GRAPHIC DESIGN II 250.50 258.75 267.25 276.00
HOME & CAREER SKILLS CLUB II 250.50 258.75 267.25 276.00
ITALIAN CLUB II 250.50 258.75 267.25 276.00
MIDDLE SCHOOL HONOR SOCIETY II 250.50 258.75 267.25 276.00
PEER LEADERSHIP II 250.50 258.75 267.25 276.00
S.A.D.D. II 250.50 258.75 267.25 276.00
SPANISH CLUB II 250.50 258.75 267.25 276.00
TECH CLUB II 250.50 258.75 267.25 276.00
VIDEO CLUB III 626.00 646.25 667.25 689.00
ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS
CHESS CLUB I 125.25 129.25 133.50 137.75
COMPUTER CLUB II 250.50 258.75 267.25 276.00
COURTYARD CAMPERS/GARDEN I 125.25 129.25 133.50 137.75
DRAMA CLUB II 250.50 258.75 267.25 276.00
NEWSPAPER CLUB I 125.25 129.25 133.50 137.75
SCIENCE CLUB II 250.50 258.75 267.25 276.00
SCRABBLE CLUB I 125.25 129.25 133.50 137.75
STUDENT COUNCIL II 250.50 258.75 267.25 276.00
All new clubs approved by the Superintendent and the Board of Education will immediat'
be placed on Schedule B.
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SCHEDULE C
SALARY SCHEDULE FOR
PSYCHOLOGISTS AND SOCIAL WORKERS
1) Introduction
A. Salaries determined by this schedule are for a period of ten (10)months,
including scheduled vacation periods during the school year.
B. Credits for experience shall be given as follows:
. An appointee shall receive credit according to the Policies Governing the
Operation of the Teachers' Salary Schedule. To the salary to which this
experience entitles him/her shall be added the appropriate differential
listed below.
2) Formula for Determining Salaries of
Employees covered bv this Schedule*
A. Social Workers Salary as a teacher plus $600.00
B. Psychologists Salary as a teacher plus $1100.00
3) Policies Governing Operation
Except as hereinbefore provided, the policies which apply to the Teachers'
Salary Schedule shall apply to this schedule.
* This applies only to Psychologists and Social Workers hired prior to July 1, 1979
!.-ft
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Summer High School
Principals
Asst to Principal
Teacher
Summer Teen Center
Director
Teacher
Asst. to Teacher
Home Tutor
$29.34
$28.30
$27.18
$29.34
$23.98
$21.76
$40.00
.".....
SCHEDULE D
SCHEDULE E
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SCHEDULE F
INSURANCE
THE FOLLOWING THREE (3) COVERAGES ARE AVAILABLE FOR FULL-TIME
EMPLOYEES ONLY:
4. Through December 31, 1996
A. DENTAL:
Board of Education pays the full cost for the employee.
B. LIFE INSURANCE:
Board of Education will pay full cost for Ten Thousand ($10,000.00) Dollars.
An additional Forty Thousand ($40,000.00) Dollars is optional at employee's
expense in each year. Dependent's life insurance is also optional at employee's
expense.
C. LONG TERM DISABILITY:
To be provided in accordance with the January 1, 1981 Stipulation of Agreement
between the Board and WUT.
2. After December 31, 1996, dental, life and long-term disability insurance shall be
provided by the Wantagh Benefit Trust Fund.
TAX DEFERRED ANNUITIES
The Board of Education will make payroll deductions and transmit payments on
behalf of a full-time employee to the appropriate carriers. Authorized carriers
shall be limited to four (4). Such carriers have been mutually agreed upon.
Participation is limited to those full-time employees who qualify under the
Internal Revenue Service and New York State Teachers' Retirement System
Regulations.
HEALTH INSURANCE - NEW YORK HEALTH INSURANCE PROGRAM
The Board will pay the following percentages of the cost of the Statewide Plan,
for all participating employees, with employee paying the additional costs of the
option selected.
95°/0 Individual Coverage - Effective July 1, 1995, this shall be 900/0
85°/0 Dependent Coverage
(OPTIONS AVAILABLE - STATEWIDE PLAN - GHI-HIP)
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SCHEDULE G
GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE
DECLARATION OF POLICY
In order to establish a more harmonious and cooperative relationship between
teachers, administrators and members of the Board of Education which will enhance
the educational program of the Wantagh Public Schools, it is hereby declared to be the
purpose of these procedures to provide a means for orderly ~;ettlement of differences,
promptly and fairly, as they arise and to assure equitable and proper treatment of
teachers pursuant to established rules, regulations and policies of the District. The
provisions of these procedures shall be liberally construed for the accomplishment of
this purpose.
DEFINITIONS
1. The grievance is a claim by a teacher in the negotiating unit based upon
any violation, misinterpretation or misapplication of this contract.
2. The term "supervisor" shall mean any principal or assistant principal
responsible for the area in which an alleged grievance arises.
3. Organization shall mean the Wantagh United Teachers.
4. Aggrieved party shall mean any person in the negotiating unit filing a'
grievance.
5. The "date of the alleged grievance" is that date. when the event or condition
constituting the grievance occurred or that date upon which the grievant knew or
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reasonably should have known of the event or condition.
6. UDate of receipt" shall mean the date the item is physically received or three
(3) days after it is mailed, whichever is earlier.
BASIC PRINCIPLES
1. It is the intent of these procedures to provide for the orderly settlement of
differences in a fair and equitable manner. The resolution of a grievance at the earliest
possible stage is encouraged. Failure to perform within the procedural time limits shall
be deemed a waiver.
2. A teacher shall have the right to present grievances in accordance with
these procedures, free from coercion, interference, restraint, discrimination or reprisal.
3. A grievant shall have the right to be represented at any stage of the
procedures by a person of his/her own choice. No grievance may be processed at any
level without the consent of the grievant(s).
4. Each party to a grievance shall have access at reasonable times to all
written statements and records pertaining to such case.
5. Each supervisor shall the responsibility to consider promptly each
grievance presented to him/her and make a determination within the authority
delegated to him/her within the time specified in these procedures.
6. The function of these procedures is to assure equitable and proper
treatment under the existing laws, rules, regulations and policies which relate to or
effect the teacher in the performance of his/her assignment. They are not designed to
be used for changing such rules or establishing new ones.
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7. All grievances shall include the name and position of the aggrieved party,
the identity of the provision of this Agreement involved in said grievance, the time when
and the place where the alleged events or conditions constituting the grievance
occurred, the party responsible for causing such events or conditions, if known to the
aggrieved party, and a general statement of the nature of the grievance and the
redress sought.
8. If a grievance affects a group of teachers and is the direct result of a
,
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district-wide policy, the grievance may be instituted by the Organization. No such
grievance shall relate to a hypothetical case
9. Nothing herein shall be construed as limiting he right of a grievant to
discuss the matter informally with any appropriate member of the administration and
having the grievance informally resolved.
PROCEDURES
1. Level One
If the teacher is not satisfied with the informal disposition of his/her grievance,
he/she shall within twenty-two (22) school days of the date of the alleged grievance,
submit a written statement of the grievance to his/her supervisor. The supervisor shall
submit a written response to the grievant within five (5) school days after the receipt of
the written submission of the statement of grievance.
If the grievance arises after June 1s" it must be filed no later than June 30th
regardless of time limits otherwise stated. The parties will make every effort to resolve
the grievance, or in the absence of that resolution, to have a final determination prior to
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the opening of school.
2. Level Two
a) If the grievant is not satisfied with the disposition of his/her grievance
at Level On~, he/she may within five (5) school days of receipt of the supervisor's
response file an appeal to the Superintendent of Schools. The appeal papers shall
include the statement of grievance submitted to the supervisor, at the option of the
grievant a written statement of specific objections to the supervisor's response and at
the option of the supervisor a written statement in support of his/her decision.
b) Within five (5) school days of receipt of the grievance by the
Superintendent of Schools, the Superintendent or his/her designee shall schedule a
meeting with the grievant in an effort to resolve the matter.
c) The Superintendent of Schools shall submit a written response to
the grievant within fifteen (15) school days after receipt of the grievance. A copy of the
decision will be forwarded to the Organization.
3. Level Three
a) If the grievant is not satisfied with the disposition of his/her grievance
at Level Two and the Organization determines that the' grievance is meritorious and
that appealing it is in the best interests of the school system, it may submit the
grievance for advisory arbitration by written notice to the Board within fifteen (15)
school days of receipt of the decision at Level Two.
b) Within fifteen (15) school,days after receipt by the Board, the Board
or its designee and the Organization will agree upon a mutually acceptable arbitrator
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and will obtain a commitment from said ar~itrator to serve. If the parties are unable to
agree upon an arbitrator or receive a commitment to serve within thirty (30) days, a
demand for advisory arbitration -shall be submitted to the American Arbitration
Association by either party. The parties will then be bound by the rules and procedures
of the American Arbitration Association.
c) The arbitrator shall confine his/her decision to the application and
interpretation of this Agreement. He/she shall be without power to add to, modify or
vacate any of the terms of this Agreement or make any decision contrary or
inconsistent to the terms of this Agreement or which violates any rule or regulation
having the force and effect of law.
d) The costs for the services of the arbitrator, if any, shall be shared
equally by the Board and the Organization.
e) The decision of the arbitrator, made in accordance with his/her
authority and jurisdiction under this Agreement, shall be advisory only. Within fifteen
(15) school days after the receipt of the arbitrator's award the Board will review the
matter and issue a determination. If the Board does not issue its final decision within
fifteen (15) days, it will be deemed to have accepted the arbitrator's award. The
decision of the Board will be final unless Level Four is issued.
f) The Board will advise the Organization if it contemplates a change in
policy which. will substantially alter the terms and conditions of employment of the
!,
I" teachers. If the Organization requests, the parties will negotiate the matter in an
attempt to reach a timely agreement.
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4. Level Four
a) If an advisory arbitration award is issued pursuant to Level Three and
the Board does not accept the advisory arbitrators decision within fifteen (15) calendar
days after its receipt by the Board, a teacher affected by the award may within fifteen
(15) calendar days of receipt of the Board's decision or the termination of the Board's
time to act whichever is sooner thereafter notify the Board that he/she wishes to appeal
such decision to a tripartite panel.
b) The tripartite panel shall consist of the President of the Board or
his/her designee, the President of the Organization of his/her designee, and a third
party selected by the two. If agreement cannot be reached, each side shall submit a
list of six (6) names in order of preference and the first name appearing in common on
both lists shall be the third party. In the event agreement cannot be reached within
fifteen (15) calendar days, the parties shall utilize the facilities of the labor section of
the American Arbitration Association.
c) The tripartite panel shall be bound by the provisions of Level Three
(c). The appellant and the Board shall submit a written brief to the Panel within thirty
(30) day~ after its appointment. Both sides may submit a reply brief within ten (10)
days thereafter. The Panel shall have the right to ask each side for oral argument tor
to present a particular witness or evidence for review. In the absence of such request,
decision will be made on briefs only. The Tripartite Panel decision will be binding on
the parties.
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